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Anisotropic grid adaptation for Navier–Stokes� equations
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Abstract

Navier–Stokes� equations are discretized in space by a finite volume method. Error equations are derived which are

approximately satisfied by the errors in the solution. The dependence of the solution errors on the discretization errors

is analyzed in certain flow cases. The grid is adapted based on the estimated discretization errors. The refinement and

coarsening of the grid are anisotropic in the sense that it is different in different directions in the computational domain.

The adaptation algorithm is applied to laminar, viscous flow over a flat plate, in a channel with a bump, and around a

cylinder and an airfoil.

� 2003 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

The steady-state solution of the incompressible and compressible Navier–Stokes equations is computed by

a grid adaptive procedure in two space dimensions in this paper. The equations are discretized by a second-

order accurate finite volume method. New cells are introduced and concentrated in areas of the computa-

tional domain where an error estimate indicates that the discretization (or truncation) error is too large. In

this way, computing time and memory are saved compared to having a fine grid over the whole domain.

The grids are structured and partitioned into blocks. All cells in a block are refined or coarsened. The grid

size may change discontinuously between two blocks with a common interface. The alternative is to refine
single cells by splitting them into four (2D) or eight (3D) cells. The advantages with adaptivity in blocks of

cells are that the administration is reduced in particular for time-dependent problems, it is easier to maintain

second-order accuracy in all cells and the parallelization of the code is simplified. The adaptation algorithm

here generates anisotropic grids with refinement only in one grid direction. Such grids are well suited for the

Navier–Stokes equations where the solution in a laminar boundary layer often varies slowly in the streamwise

direction and rapidly normal to the wall. The method is applicable also to quadrilaterals in unstructured

grids. Such grids are often organized in a �structured� way close to solid surfaces.
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The discretization errors are estimated by comparing the discretization on a fine grid with the discret-

ization on coarser grids. These estimates determine where the original grid is changed. It is more difficult to

estimate the errors in the solution. These errors satisfy error equations approximately. The error equations

are solved using fundamental solutions and Green�s functions in four examples. There the solution errors

are bounded by the discretization errors in the supremum norm. While it is possible to construct examples

where the discretization errors are propagated and accumulated so that the solution errors are much larger,

in many cases in practice they are of the same order of magnitude. Hence, it is often sufficient to decide

where to refine and coarsen a grid using the discretization error. This is the strategy when the time-step is
selected in adaptive methods for ordinary differential equations [26]. The size of the residual is also the

interruption criterion in iterative solvers of systems of linear equations.

The cells of two adjacent blocks overlap at the interfaces. High order interpolation is necessary there for

the discretization to be of second order also for second derivatives. The accuracy and stability of inter-

polation schemes are investigated in [10].

Other work on adaptive methods for flow problems is reviewed briefly. A block adaptive algorithm for

inviscid flow is developed in [9]. The discretization errors are estimated and the solution errors in certain

variables are controlled. A more complicated data structure for the grids, compared to what we have here
and in [9], is found in [3] with examples of inviscid flow including shocks. Similar techniques for viscous

flow are described in [15,27]. The grid is refined in patches also in [29] and the Navier–Stokes equation is

solved in parallel. Laminar flow around an airfoil is computed in [11]. Other related applications are

magnetohydrodynamics [22], porous flow [14], and the plasma fluid equations [5].

Viscous flow problems are solved in [2] by the finite element method and a posteriori error estimation.

Weights are computed with an adjoint equation. Introductions to such techniques are found in [7,23]. These

weights determine the influence of a discretization error on the error in functionals of engineering interest.

The advantage of unstructured grids is their ability to represent geometrically complicated objects. An
example of adaptive techniques for the Navier–Stokes equations is [19]. An alternative to adding more cells

is to keep the number of cells constant but to move them to areas where more resolution is needed as in [13].

The cells are easily skewed with such a method and crossings of grid lines are difficult to avoid. Time-

dependent parabolic problems are solved in [30] and hyperbolic problems in [18] with adaptivity in space

and time. Flame fronts in combustion are followed by adaptive grids in [12,25].

The finite volume discretization of the equations is discussed in the following section. The interpola-

tion of the variables in the overlapping ghost cells at the block interfaces is taken from [10]. The error

equations satisfied by the solution errors are derived and solved in four special cases in Section 3. Then the
algorithm for anisotropic grid adaptation is given in Section 4 including a result for the discretization error

estimates. In Section 5 the algorithm is applied to four different examples: viscous flow over a flat plate, in a

channel with a bump, around a cylinder and around an airfoil. The range of the Reynolds number Re is

between 30 and 5000 and the flow is laminar and incompressible or compressible. In the computational

domain, a general norm is denoted by k � k, the supremum norm by j � j1, and the Euclidean vector norm

by k � k2.
2. Navier–Stokes’ equations and their discretization

Let w ¼ ðq; qu; qv; qEÞT be the state vector, where q is the density, u and v are the velocity components in

the x- and y-directions, and E is the total energy. Then the Navier–Stokes equations in two dimensions for

the time-independent flow of a compressible fluid are in conservation form

of ðw;rwÞ
ox

þ ogðw;rwÞ
oy

¼ 0: ð1Þ
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The flux vectors f and g are defined by

f ¼

qu
qu2 þ p 
 lS11

quv 
 lS21

ðqE þ pÞu 
 lðuS11 þ vS21Þ

0
BB@

1
CCA; g ¼

qv
quv 
 lS12

qv2 þ p 
 lS22

ðqE þ pÞv 
 lðuS12 þ vS22Þ

0
BB@

1
CCA; ð2Þ

where l is the viscosity coefficient and S is the strain rate tensor defined by

S ¼
4
3
ux 
 2

3
vy uy þ vx

uy þ vx
4
3
vy 
 2

3
ux

� �
: ð3Þ

A subscript x or y denotes differentiation with respect to the variable. The pressure p satisfies

p ¼ ðc 
 1ÞqðE 
 0:5ðu2 þ v2ÞÞ

and the gas constant c ¼ 1:4. The corresponding fluxes for incompressible flow are

f ¼
u

u2 þ p 
 lux

uv 
 lvx

0
@

1
A; g ¼

v
uv 
 luy

v2 þ p 
 lvy

0
@

1
A; ð4Þ

with the solution w ¼ ðp; u; vÞT.
Eq. (1) is discretized by a finite volume method on a structured grid. It is integrated over a cell xj with

boundary oxj, normal ðn1; n2Þ, and area Aj using Gauss� formula

A
1
j

Z
xj

ðfx þ gyÞ dS ¼ A
1
j

Z
oxj

ðfn1 þ gn2Þ ds: ð5Þ

The cell average wj of the solution w in cell j,

wj ¼ A
1
j

Z
xj

w dS;

is computed with an approximation of w andrw on oxj in (5). The convective part of f and g is determined

by the second-order Jameson scheme [16,28], or the second-order Osher scheme [21,28]. The gradient of a

component wk of w is computed in a dual grid with the midpoints in the primary grid as cell corners. In such

a dual cell, the average of the gradient rwk is approximated by invoking Gauss� formula again

rwk ¼ A
1
j

Z
xj

rwk dS ¼ A
1
j

Z
oxj

wkn ds: ð6Þ

Using these values in the dual grid the viscous terms in f and g are computed at oxj by averaging. A more
detailed account is found in [10].

The computational grid is partitioned into blocks. Jumps by a factor two in the grid size are allowed at

the block interfaces as in [9,10]. In [9] the grid is refined isotropically in the normal and the tangential

directions at the block interface. Here, we allow the grid refinement to be anisotropic with finer resolution

in the normal or the tangential directions (or both).

Every block has two rows of ghost cells overlapping the interior cells of the neighboring block. These

cells simplify the flux computations in the cells with a face on a block boundary. If the ghost cells coincide

with the cells in the neighboring block then the variables in the ghost cells are copied. A block interface with
different grid sizes at x ¼ 0 is illustrated in Fig. 1. If one ghost cell in a coarse block corresponds to two or

four cells in a fine block, then the ghost value is computed by an area weighted average (cells (1,0) and (2,0)



Fig. 1. The grid and a block interface at x ¼ 0.
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in Fig. 1). When two or four ghost cells overlap one interior coarse cell then the variables there are de-

termined by interpolation between the values in the neighboring block (cells A, B, C, and D in Fig. 1). It is

shown in [10] that fourth-order accuracy is needed in the interpolation to obtain a second-order accurate

discretization of (1). The stability of the boundary treatment is investigated theoretically and experimen-

tally in [10]. It is found that for a centered difference approximation of the first derivative in a convection–

diffusion equation to be stable there is a lower bound on the physical diffusion l or the added artifi-

cial dissipation for all the tested interpolation formulas. An upwind scheme at the block interface stabilizes

the discretization.
The solution wI ; I ¼ A;B;C;D, in a ghost cell of the fine grid to the left of x ¼ 0 in Fig. 1 is interpolated

from the interior solutions wjk; j ¼ 
2;
1; 0; k ¼ 
2; . . . ; 2, and the ghost cell solutions wj;0; j ¼ 1; 2, of
the coarse grid. The fourth-order formulas for wA, wB, wC, and wD corresponding to a weighted sum of two

symmetric interpolation schemes 0:5H �
6 þ 0:5H �

7 in [10]. Let

wAC ¼ ð
3w2;0 þ 17w1;0 þ 55w0;0 
 5w
1;0Þ=64; wBD ¼ 2w0;0 
 wAC;

dj ¼ w
j;1 
 w
j;
1; g ¼ w0;2 
 w0;
2;

s0 ¼ ð14d0 
 4d1 þ d2 þ 1:5gÞ=64; s1 ¼ ð22d0 
 3gÞ=64
 s0:

Then the formulas are

wA ¼ wAC þ s0; wB ¼ wBD þ s1; wC ¼ wAC 
 s0; wD ¼ wBD 
 s1: ð7Þ

If the fine grid is refined in only one direction then a ghost cell variable is obtained by a suitable summation

of the interpolation formulas for the cells A, B, C, and D.
3. Error analysis

A discretization error sj in a cell xj is caused by the approximation of the integral (5) by averaged

variables w in adjacent cells. Let FjðwÞ denote the integral in (5) and WjðwÞ its numerical approximation.

Then for any smooth w we have

s ðwÞ ¼ F ðwÞ 
 W ðwÞ:
j j j
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A smooth reconstruction ~ww of the numerical solution from w satisfies sjð~wwÞ ¼ Fjð~wwÞ since ~ww ¼ w and

WjðwÞ ¼ 0. Let ŵw be the analytical solution. Then the solution error dw ¼ ~ww 
 ŵw fulfills

Fjðŵw þ dwÞ 
 FjðŵwÞ ¼ Fjð~wwÞ ¼ sjð~wwÞ: ð8Þ

This equation is written in differential form and linearized to obtain the error equation. The error equation

is investigated for incompressible flow (4) in this section. A derivation and a discussion of the error

equation for finite volume methods are found in [9].

The equation for incompressible flow in non-conservative form with flux functions in (4) corresponding

to (8) is

uux þ vuy þ px 
 lðuxx þ uyyÞ ¼ s1;

uvx þ vvy þ py 
 lðvxx þ vyyÞ ¼ s2;

ux þ vy ¼ s3:

ð9Þ

Insert u ¼ ûu þ du, v ¼ v̂v þ dv, and p ¼ p̂p þ dp into (9) and subtract (9) with s ¼ 0 satisfied by ûu, v̂v, and p̂p.
After dropping quadratic terms in the error we arrive at the error equation for incompressible flow

ûudux þ ûuxdu þ v̂vduy þ ûuydv þ dpx 
 lðduxx þ duyyÞ ¼ s1;

ûudvx þ v̂vxdu þ v̂vdvy þ v̂vydv þ dpy 
 lðdvxx þ dvyyÞ ¼ s2;

dux þ dvy ¼ s3:

ð10Þ

The solution errors du, dv, dp depend in a complicated way on the errors sj in (10). Due to a transport of the

discretization error s, they may be affected by errors generated far away. In general, diffusion terms cause

the errors to decay slowly and the convection terms propagate the discretization errors in the flow direction

but their effect in the crosswind direction vanishes quickly. These observations are made in the following
four simple flow examples.

3.1. Poiseuille flow

Parallel flow through a straight channel is particularly simple. The flow direction is along the x-co-
ordinate and the y-direction is normal to the walls. The pressure gradient in the flow direction is constant,

v̂v ¼ 0 and ûu ¼ ûuðyÞ in the analytical solution [24]. The resulting velocity ûu is parabolic in y. The error

equation is

ûudux þ ûuydv þ dpx 
 lðduxx þ duyyÞ ¼ s1;

ûudvx þ dpy 
 lðdvxx þ dvyyÞ ¼ s2;

dux þ dvy ¼ s3:

ð11Þ

Assume that the discretization is such that the numerical solution shares the properties of the analytical

solution so that v ¼ 0 and u ¼ uðyÞ and that the linear variation of p in the channel is exactly represented.

Then dp ¼ 0 and s1 originates from the discretization of luyy . The error equation (11) is then further

simplified to


lduyy ¼ s1; ð12Þ
with boundary conditions duð0Þ ¼ duð1Þ ¼ du0 at the channel walls. The symmetric errors in the boundary

conditions are modeled by du0. The solution of (12) is

du ¼ du0 þ l
1

Z 1

0

gðy; gÞs1ðgÞdg; gðy; gÞ ¼ yð1
 gÞ; 0 < y < g;
gð1
 yÞ; g6 y < 1;



ð13Þ
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with the Green�s function g. It follows from (13) that if js1j1 6 � then

jduj1 6 jdu0j þ �=8l: ð14Þ

3.2. Convective flow with diffusion

Away from the boundary layers we assume that ûu and v̂v are constant and that the gradient of the error in

the pressure rdp is small. Then (11) is simplified to two convection–diffusion equations

ûudux þ v̂vduy 
 lðduxx þ duyyÞ ¼ s1; ð15aÞ
ûudvx þ v̂vdvy 
 lðdvxx þ dvyyÞ ¼ s2: ð15bÞ

The solution of (15a) in free space is given by the fundamental solution [20]

duðx; yÞ ¼ 1

2pl

Z
S
expðU � r=2lÞK0ðUr=2lÞs1 dS; ð16Þ

where S is the domain of support of s1 and ðn; gÞ 2 S, K0 is a modified Bessel function, UT ¼ ðûu; v̂vÞ,
rT ¼ ðx 
 n; y 
 gÞ, U ¼ kUk2, and r ¼ krk2. The error du can be estimated from (16) in the following way.

Proposition 3.2. Assume that js1j1 6 �, S is a circle of radius Dr with center at the origin, rT0 ¼ ðx; yÞ,
r0 ¼ kr0k2, and that Dr=r0 is sufficiently small. Let /0 2 ð
p; p be the angle between U and r0,
D/ ¼ arcsinDr=r0, and q0 ¼ Ur0=2l. Then du in (16) satisfies

jduðx; yÞj6 �

l

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
p
8q0

r
expðq0ð1
 Dr=r0Þðcos /̂/ 
 1ÞÞf ðq0;Dr=r0Þ;

where f ¼ Dr2ð1þ Oð1=q0Þ þ OðDr=r0ÞÞ and

/̂/ ¼
0; j/0j6D/;
/0 
 D/; /0 > D/;
/0 þ D/; /0 < 
D/:

8<
:

Proof. With q ¼ Ur=2l, an upper bound on du is

jduðx; yÞj6 �

2pl

Z
S
expðq cos/ÞK0ðqÞdS; ð17Þ

where / is the angle between U and r. For q we have

qP
U
2l

ðr0 
 DrÞ ¼ q0ð1
 Dr=r0Þ: ð18Þ

The angle / varies in ½/0 
 D/;/0 þ D/ (see Fig. 2). Hence,

max
/

ðcos/ 
 1Þ6 cos /̂/ 
 16 0: ð19Þ

Combine (18) and (19) to obtain

max expðqðcos/ 
 1ÞÞ6 expðq0ð1
 Dr=r0Þðcos /̂/ 
 1ÞÞ: ð20Þ



Fig. 2. Illustration of the definitions in Proposition 3.2.
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The asymptotics for K0ðqÞ for large q is [1]

K0ðqÞ ¼ expð
qÞ
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
p
2q

r
1

�

 1

8q
þ � � �

�
: ð21Þ

Expand the square root in (21) using (18) to arrive atffiffiffiffiffiffi
p
2q

r
6

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
p
2q0

r
1ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

1
 Dr=r0
p ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
p
2q0

r
ð1þ OðDr=r0ÞÞ: ð22Þ

Insert (22) into (21). Multiply (21) with the upper bound in (20) and introduce the expression into (17).

Integrate over S to obtain the proposition. �

We find that in the flow direction for small /0 the influence of the discretization error s1 decreases with
the distance as 1=

ffiffiffiffi
r0

p
. The error decays exponentially in all other directions. When /̂/ 6¼ 0 and r0 is fixed,

du vanishes as expð
c=lÞ= ffiffiffi
l

p
for some c > 0 with decreasing l. The same result is valid for dv and s2 in

(15b).

3.3. Stokes’ flow

In fluids with slowly varying flow at low speeds, ûu; v̂v, and their derivatives are small. For slow flow, l is

usually large. If we ignore small terms then the Navier–Stokes equations boil down to Stokes� equations. At

a stagnation point in 2D ûu ¼ v̂v ¼ 0, but their derivatives can be large and Stokes� flow is not necessarily a

good approximation there.

The error (10) for Stokes� equations are

rdp 
 lDdU ¼ s12; ð23aÞ
r � dU ¼ s3; ð23bÞ

with dUT ¼ ðdu; dvÞ and sT12 ¼ ðs1; s2Þ. Apply r� to (23a) to obtain

Dðdp 
 ls3Þ ¼ r � s12: ð24Þ

Suppose that the support of s is inside S so that s ¼ 0 and rs ¼ 0 on oS and that r and r are defined as in

Section 3.2. With the fundamental solution to Poisson�s equation log r=2p and Gauss� theorem we derive

dp ¼ ls3 þ
1

2p

Z
S
r � s12 log rdS ¼ ls3 þ

1

2p

Z
S

s12 � r
r2

dS: ð25Þ
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With the same assumptions as in Proposition 3.2 and jskj1 6 �; k ¼ 1; 2, a bound on dp is

jdpðx; yÞj6 ljs3j þ
1

2p

Z
S

ks12k2krk2
r2

dS 6 ljs3ðx; yÞj þ
�Dr2ffiffiffi
2

p
r0
ð1þ OðDr=r0ÞÞ: ð26Þ

The equation satisfied by dU is derived by operating with D on (23a), with r on (24), and replacing rD
by Dr and inserting Drdp into (23a) to obtain

lDDdU ¼ lrDs3 
 Ds12 þrr � s12: ð27Þ

The fundamental solution of the biharmonic equation in (27) is g ¼ r2ðlog r 
 1Þ=8p [6]. The dependence of

dU on s3 is determined by repeated application of Gauss� theorem

dU ¼
Z

S
grDs3 dS ¼ 


Z
S
rDgs3 dS ¼ 1

2p

Z
S
r
s3
r2

dS:

As in (25) and (26) we find with js3j1 6 � that

kdUðx; yÞk2 6
�Dr2

2r0
ð1þ OðDr=r0ÞÞ: ð28Þ

The relation between s12 and dU is more complicated but can be obtained as above. However, dU derived

from the fundamental solution does not decay as 1=r for increasing r in 2D.

3.4. Boundary layer flow

In a laminar boundary layer over a flat plate at y ¼ 0 assuming that p is constant, an accurate ap-

proximation is the boundary layer equation

ûuûux þ v̂vûuy 
 lûuyy ¼ 0;

ûux þ v̂vy ¼ 0;

ûuðx; 0Þ ¼ v̂vðx; 0Þ ¼ 0; ûuðx;1Þ ¼ ûu1:

ð29Þ

Blasius obtained a solution by transforming the equation to a nonlinear ordinary differential equation with

solution f and expressing f in a new independent variable g ¼ y
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ûu1=lx

p
, see [17,24]. For a given small l,

downstream of the leading edge at x > 0 and close to the plate with g and y approaching 0, the solution of

(29) satisfies

ûu � g; ûux � g; ûuy � 1=
ffiffiffi
l

p
; ûuyy � g2=

ffiffiffi
l

p
;

v̂v � ffiffiffi
l

p
g2; v̂vx �

ffiffiffi
l

p
g2; v̂vy � g:

Ignore terms of order g and l in (10) and we arrive at an approximate error equation

ûuydv þ dpx ¼ s1; ð30aÞ
dpy ¼ s2; ð30bÞ
dux þ dvy ¼ s3: ð30cÞ

Assume that the discretization of the boundary conditions is such that dvðx; 0Þ ¼ 0 and dpyðx; 0Þ ¼ 0. Then

we derive from (30a) and (30b) that
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dvðx; yÞ ¼ 
ûu
1
y T ¼ Oð ffiffiffi

l
p Þ; Tðx; yÞ ¼

Z y

0

r� s12ðx; fÞdf; ð31Þ

and from (30c) that

duðx; yÞ ¼ duðx0; yÞ þ
Z x

x0

s3
�

þ ûu
1
y r� s12

�
ðn; yÞ dn;

� duðx0; yÞ þ
Z x

x0

s3ðn; yÞdn;
ð32Þ

for some upstream x0. The error in v is small in (31) and du is an accumulation in the streamwise direction of

the error in the divergence equation and as in (14) with js3j1 6 �

jduðx; yÞjK jduðx0; yÞj þ ðx 
 x0Þ�: ð33Þ
The equation for dp is

Ddp ¼ r � s1 þT
s2

� �
: ð34Þ

The Green�s function is

g ¼ ð2pÞ
1ðlog r þ log r0Þ; r0 ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ðx 
 nÞ2 þ ðy þ fÞ2

q
;

and as in (25) and (26) dp decreases with the distance from the source of the error s12.
We have obtained upper bounds on du, dv, and dp in (14), Proposition 3.2, (26), (28), and (33) provided

jskj1 6 �; k ¼ 1; 2; 3. In many cases the effect of s on dU and dp is local. The errors decay with the distance

from the source and are bounded by s (and not its derivatives) supporting the view that it often suffices to

control the discretization error and in this way also have some control of the solution error. There is one
notable exception in Section 3.2. Outside the boundary layer q0 is large but in the boundary layer diffusion

dominates over convection and a more damped behavior is noticed, e.g., in Figs. 10 and 11 in Section 5.

The bounds are different for different flow situations and a bound for a general case would probably be

very pessimistic and not very useful in practical calculations. Computable bounds relate the discretization

errors to the solution errors in a posteriori error estimation at the expense of solving an adjoint problem

[2,7,23]. In our adaptation algorithm for anisotropic grids, we control the discretization error, but the

algorithm can be combined with weights obtained a posteriori for the influence on the solution error.
4. Anisotropic grid adaptation

When solving the Navier–Stokes equations we need high resolution in one of the space dimensions in the

boundary layers. An adaptive algorithm should hence be able to choose different grid sizes hk and hl in

different directions k and l. Therefore, different terms will be identified in the discretization error s. The
choice of grid size will be based on these terms.

Assume that the domain X is covered by quadrilaterals. Let the coarse cell x0 consist of the fine cells xi,
i ¼ 1; 2; 3; 4, and have twice the grid size of the fine cells as in Fig. 3. The area of a cell xi is Ai. Compute w0

in all coarse cells in a block by the area weighted sum
P4

i¼1 ciwi, ci ¼ Ai=A0, of wi in the original cells.

Furthermore, let wij be the solution in the semi-coarsened cells xij created by coarsening in only one di-

rection so that xi and xj form one cell for i; j ¼ 1; 2; 3; 4. Then wij ¼ aiwi þ ajwj, ab ¼ Ab=ðAi þ AjÞ. The
discretization of (5) in x0 is w0 ¼ W0ðw0Þ and wij ¼ WijðwijÞ in xij. The following proposition identifies

different terms in s in the fine grid and a way to estimate them.



Fig. 3. A coarse cell composed of four fine grid cells.
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Proposition 4. Let hk; hl be the grid sizes in the k and l directions. Assume that W in cell i satisfies

WiðwÞ ¼ wi ¼ FiðwÞ 
 sðwÞ: ð35Þ

Furthermore, assume that the discretization error consists of three terms

s ¼ sk þ sl þ skl; sk ¼ ckh2
k þ dkh3; sl ¼ clh2

l þ dlh3; skl ¼ cklhkhl þ dklh3; ð36Þ

where h ¼ maxðhk; hlÞ, ck; cl; ckl, are constants for each coarse cell x0, and dk; dl; dkl, are bounded indepen-
dently of h for each cell xi. Let cij ¼ ci þ cj and introduce the linear combinations

b1 ¼ c14w14 þ c23w23 
 w0; b2 ¼ c12w12 þ c34w34 
 w0; b3 ¼
X4

j¼1

cjwj 
 w0: ð37Þ

Then in a cell xi

sk ¼ 1
3
ð2b3 
 2b2 
 b1Þ þ Oðh3Þ; sl ¼ 1

3
ð2b3 
 2b1 
 b2Þ þ Oðh3Þ; skl ¼ b1 þ b2 
 b3 þ Oðh3Þ: ð38Þ
Proof. Since c14 þ c23 ¼ 1 and c14F14 þ c23F23 ¼ F0, we have

b1 ¼ c14F14 þ c23F23 
 c14s14 
 c23s23 
 F0 þ s0

¼ ckh2
kð4
 ðc14 þ c23ÞÞ þ 4clh2

l ð1
 ðc14 þ c23ÞÞ þ 2cklhkhlð2
 ðc14 þ c23ÞÞ þ Oðh3Þ
¼ 3ckh2

k þ 2cklhkhl þ Oðh3Þ

Similarly,

b2 ¼ 3clh2
l þ 2cklhkhl þ Oðh3Þ;

and for b3 we derive

b3 ¼
X4

j¼1

cjFj 
 F0 þ s0 

X4

j¼1

cjsj ¼ 3ckh2
k þ 3clh2

l þ 3cklhkhl þ Oðh3Þ:

A system of linear equations is satisfied by the leading terms of sj; sk, and sjk. The solution of that system
is (38). �
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Remark. For the proposition to be useful in the estimation of discretization errors, the assumption is that hk

and hl are so small that the first quadratic term in sk; sl, and skl dominates in (36) and s behaves in the

asymptotically expected way. This is not the case, e.g., if d is larger than the corresponding c and h is not

sufficiently small. Such a situation may occur at shocks and the discretization error estimates are not re-
liable there. Still, they act as a sensor for refinement since they are large at such points. Examples of shock

solutions are found in [9].

The solution is computed first on the original grid with even number of cells in both directions. Then we
construct one grid with doubled grid size in the k-direction, one grid with doubled grid size in the l-di-
rection, and one grid with doubled grid size in both directions. The solution on the original grid is restricted

by area weighted summation to the three coarser grids. We estimate the discretization errors on the three

grids by first computing w0, wj, j ¼ 1; 2; 3; 4, w12, w14, w23, and w34 following Proposition 4 and then cal-

culating the three leading error terms in s valid for the four grid cells forming one coarse cell. The cost for

this is small compared to the many evaluations of W in the iterative solution of the nonlinear equations. The

error terms for a second-order method after refinement in the k- and l-directions ð~ssk and ~sslÞ and in both

directions ð~ssklÞ are then estimated to be

~ssk ¼ sk=4þ sl þ skl=2; ~ssl ¼ sk þ sl=4þ skl=2;

~sskl ¼ ðsk þ sl þ sklÞ=4 ¼ s=4:

Compute s; ~ssk, and ~ssl for all cells in a block in the coarse grid using sk; sl; skl. Choose a norm k � k in a

block j, denote it by k � kj, and assume that a discretization error below a certain tolerance � is required.
Then the adaptation algorithm for refinement is

while maxj kskj > �
m ¼ argmaxjkskj

if k~sskkm 6 minðk~sslkm; kskmÞ
then refine in k direction in block m

elseif k~sslkm 6 kskm

then refine in l direction in block m
else

then refine in both directions in block m
endif

recalculate s; ~ssk; ~ssl in block m
refine neighboring blocks recursively if necessary

end while

In the algorithm we try to reduce the measured error by refining the grid in one direction where it has the

best effect. If that is not possible then the cells in a block are divided into four new cells. Then s; ~ssk, and ~ssl

are updated using the same sk; sl, and skl without recomputing the ws. Then adjacent coarser blocks are

refined recursively at block interfaces where there are jumps in grid size by a factor greater than two.

Cancellation between error terms in (36) can be lost when a block is refined in only one direction. It may be

necessary to refine in both directions even if there is a jump in only one direction. This can lead to oc-
casional unnecessary refinements. This procedure is repeated until the maximum s is sufficiently small and a

new adapted grid has been found.

If hk and hl vary smoothly inside a block in the initial grid then the same variation is inherited by the grid

sizes in the refined grid. By starting the adaptation on a coarsened initial grid, the final grid may actually be

coarser than the initial grid in some blocks. Repeated application of the algorithm is possible after solving

the equations for a new w and decreasing �. This adaptation method can also be used to improve an un-

structured grid consisting of quadrilaterals and partitioned into blocks.
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5. Numerical results

The Navier–Stokes equations are solved in four test problems with the adaptation algorithm in Section

4. The second-order Osher scheme [21,28], is used for compressible flows, and incompressible flows are

approximated by the Jameson scheme with artificial dissipation [16,28].

The steady-state solution is computed by first adding a time derivative ow=ot to (1) and then solving the

time-dependent equations. The equations are integrated to a stationary solution by a three-stage Runge–

Kutta scheme accelerated by multigrid iteration as in [8]. Three or four multigrid levels are used on the
initial and adapted grids. The initial grids are not partitioned into blocks as the adapted grids and the

computational work there is always relatively small. The time-dependent incompressible equations (1) and

(4) are transformed to hyperbolic equations by adding the term c
2op=ot to the divergence equation as in

[4]. In the scaling factor c
2, c can be regarded as an artificial speed of sound. It is chosen to be c ¼ 3 in the

experiments.

The initial grid and the block partitioning are chosen such that there is at least one tangential block

interface in the boundary layer. The consequence of this is that also the initial grids are stretched with high

aspect ratios at solid walls. This is sometimes necessary for convergence of the initial steady-state solution
and without initial stretching the adaptation method would refine only in the direction normal to the wall.

Since large jumps in the grid size between adjacent blocks are not allowed and with few blocks normal to

the boundary layer, the grid sizes in outer blocks are sometimes bounded by the grid sizes in the boundary

layer and not by the error. This waste of cells can be mitigated by introducing more blocks by automatically

splitting them or by permitting larger jumps in grid size at the block interfaces.

The flow is entering the computational domain from the left in all the examples. One adapted grid is

determined by the algorithm in Section 4 starting from the initial grid with a uniform grid size and its

solution. The norm in the algorithm is kskj ¼ maxðjs1j1; js2j1; js3j1Þ computed over all cells in a block j.
The maximum norm of the residual in the nonlinear equations measures the progress of the multigrid it-

erations.

The adapted grids are displayed in the figures such that all blocks look like squares to visualize the grids

in the boundary layers. Only every fourth grid line is plotted and therefore no grid lines are shown inside

the coarsest blocks. Isolines of the solution are included in the grid plots. The solutions are also plotted in

the physical space coordinates.

5.1. Flat plate

Incompressible flow over a flat plate at x P 0 is computed in the first example. The solution at Re ¼ 5000

is displayed in Fig. 4. The computational domain X in Fig. 4 is divided into 9� 4 blocks. The adapted grid

and the solution are plotted in Fig. 5 excluding the three leftmost columns of blocks. The singularity at the
Fig. 4. Contour plots of the velocity component u over a flat plate.



Fig. 5. The adapted grid and isolines of u and v in the transformed domain.
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leading edge x ¼ 0 of the plate leads to extremely fine grids in the two blocks there if a tolerance � should be

satisfied. Since we are not interested in trying to resolve the singularity at the leading edge, the adaptive

method is turned off in the two blocks there and they have 64� 64 cells independent of the error estimates.

The velocity component u on the adapted grids is extracted at the centers of the four rightmost block

columns along lines in the direction normal to the flat plate. This anisotropic solution is compared to the
Blasius solution (29) to the left in Fig. 6. The block boundaries in Fig. 6 are at y � 0:04 and y � 0:23.

There are 2304 cells in the initial grid and 21,904 cells in the adapted grid in Fig. 5. For comparison an

isotropically adapted grid is generated by refining the initial grid in a block as many times in both directions

as in the finest direction in the anisotropically adapted grid. The isotropic grid has 30,000 cells. A uniform

fine grid with the finest cell size in every block would have 147,456 cells.

The solution is calculated on the uniform grid with 64� 64 cells in all blocks. The solutions on the initial

grid and the adapted anisotropic and isotropic grids are compared to the uniform grid solution. The dif-

ferences are plotted in the right panel in Fig. 6 at the same x-stations as the Blasius solution. The error in the
initial solution grows as we move from the left to the right over the plate. The accuracy with the adapted

grids is much higher than with the initial grid. The refinement was interrupted when maxj kskj ¼ 0:0066.
The maximum difference in a component u; v, or p in any cell in the grid was then 0:00159 for the aniso-

tropic grid and 0:00146 for the isotropic grid. Almost the same accuracy is achieved with a grid with fewer

cells if it is refined anisotropically.

In Fig. 7, the isolines of the estimated discretization error in the momentum equation in the x-direction s2
is shown together with the error du in u on the adapted grid. The error in u is computed by comparing with
Fig. 6. The solution on the adapted grid (�) is compared to the Blasius solution (solid) (left). Solution errors in u along the plate on the

initial grid (solid line), on the adapted anisotropic grid (dotted line), and on the adapted isotropic grid (dashed line) (right).



Fig. 7. The estimated discretization error s2 (left) and the solution error in u on the adapted grid (right).
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a fine grid solution where all blocks have 64� 64 cells as in Fig. 6. The relation between du and s is given by

the error equation (10).

With exact boundary conditions in the numerical approximation, the boundary conditions of the error

(10) are homogeneous and du; dv, and dp are directly proportional to s. If s is decreased by a stricter error

tolerance, then du; dv, and dp should be reduced in the same manner. This is also the result for three dif-
ferent � in Fig. 8. The solution error is estimated by comparing with a fine grid solution as in Figs. 6 and 7.

How the errors decay with the number of cells N in the blocks in the boundary layer (see Fig. 7) depends on

the initial solution. Suppose that the sk-term dominates in s in (36). Then the grid will be refined in the k-
direction, hk � N
1, and s � N
2. On the contrary, if the refinement is isotropic, then hk; hl � N
1=2 and

s � N
1. The inverses of N and N 2 properly scaled by c1 and c2 are also plotted in Fig. 8 for comparison.

The discretization error and the solution error seem to depend on N like N
q with q between 1 and 2.

A solution is computed on an initial grid. Then the grid is refined in two different ways using the esti-

mated discretization error s. Either the refinement is isotropic with the same refinement in the x- and y-
directions or it is anisotropic as described in Section 4. The decrease of max ksk and the increase of the

number of cells are recorded in Fig. 9 as a function of the number of iterations in the adaptation algorithm

in Section 4. The number of cells grows much faster with isotropic refinement. The number of iterations is

larger for anisotropic refinement but the cost of one iteration is low since no new solution is computed in

the algorithm.

In Figs. 10 and 11 the solution is first computed on a uniform grid. Then the right-hand side of one of the

equations is perturbed by adding a term s 6¼ 0 at (0.5, 0.1) outside and at (2, 0.02) inside the boundary layer
Fig. 8. The logarithms of the maxima of the estimated discretization error (thin solid line, o) and the maximum solution difference in

u; v, and p (thin dashed line, �) are compared with the logarithms of c1=N (thick dashed line) and c2=N 2 (thick solid line).



Fig. 9. The reduction of the estimated s and the increase of the number of cells in a grid refined isotropically (left) and a grid refined

anisotropically (right) as the number of iterations in the adaptation algorithm grows.

Fig. 10. The changes in p (left) and u (right) after a perturbation has been added to the right-hand side of the divergence equation

above the boundary layer.

Fig. 11. The change in u after a perturbation has been added to the right-hand side of the x momentum (left) and the y momentum

(right) equations in the boundary layer.
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simulating a discretization error. These solutions are subtracted from each other and the isolines of the

difference is plotted. The ordinate has a logarithmic scale, explaining the elongated level curves in the y-
direction. The outer edge of the boundary layer is indicated by a solid line in the figures. As is found for

inviscid flow in [9], the difference in the solution outside the boundary layer in Fig. 10 is localized to the
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perturbation for p but for u there is an influence far downstream (cf. Proposition 3.2). A grid refinement

where du is large, e.g., at ðx; yÞ ¼ ð2; 0:1Þ will have little effect on du in contrast to a reduction of s at

ðx; yÞ ¼ ð0:5; 0:1Þ. The difference has support closer to the perturbation in the boundary layer in Fig. 11

where the viscous terms dominate.

5.2. Bump

The compressible flow over a bump on a solid wall is computed at Mach number 0.5 and Re ¼ 5000. The

left, right, and upper boundaries are open, and the data for u in the characteristic variables at the inflow

boundary are obtained from a Blasius profile. The adaptive algorithm is turned off there because of distur-

bances in higher derivatives. Isolines of the velocity component u are shown in Fig. 12. A recirculation zone

appears downstream of the bump. The grid and isolines in the transformed domain are plotted in Fig. 13.
When the adaptation is interrupted, maxj kskj ¼ 0:0216 in the algorithm. The number of cells of the initial

and adapted grids is 3072 and 9856. A corresponding isotropically refined grid has 15,264 cells.

5.3. Cylinder

Incompressible flow around a cylinder is computed in this example. The Reynolds number is 30 and a

stationary solution exists. The isolines of the velocity component u and the pressure p are plotted in Fig. 14.

The transformed adapted grid of O-type is plotted in Fig. 15. The lower side of the grid is the surface of

the cylinder and the upper side is the outer boundary. The leading edge of the cylinder is at h ¼ p. The
aspect ratio is increased by the anisotropic adaptive method in most blocks at the surface of the cylinder.
Fig. 12. Isolines of u over a wall with a bump.

Fig. 13. The adapted grid and isolines of u in the transformed domain over the bump.



Fig. 15. The grid and isolines of u in the transformed domain around the cylinder.

Fig. 14. Isolines of u (left) and p (right) around a cylinder.
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Tangential refinement is obtained further downstream such that the wake is resolved. Note that the

symmetric solution leads to a symmetric grid. We have maxj kskj ¼ 0:058 when the adaptation is termi-

nated. The number of cells are 2560 in the initial grid and 8832 in the adapted grid.

The anisotropic refinement of the grid in different directions is exemplified by computing the flow
at Re ¼ 30 over a half cylinder. The boundary conditions at y ¼ 0 and along the surface of the cylinder in

Fig. 16 are the no-slip conditions. The grid is displayed in physical coordinates in the figure. The inner part

of the computational domain with the adapted grid obtained with maxj kskj ¼ 0:0092 and isolines of the

computed u solution are shown in the figure. The dominant direction of refinement is normal to the walls.

The grid is refined isotropically in the leading and trailing corners of the wall. The number of cells in the

initial grid is 5120, in the adapted anisotropic grid 24,528, and 54,224 cells with isotropic refinement and the

same error estimates.

5.4. Airfoil

In the last example, the subsonic flow around a NACA0012 airfoil is considered at 1.25� angle of attack,
Mach number 0.5, and Re ¼ 3000. Isolines of u and p are plotted in Fig. 17. The grid is wrapped around the



Fig. 16. The isolines of u of the flow over a half cylinder with anisotropic grid refinement in the boundary layer.

Fig. 17. Isolines of u (left) and p (right) around a wing profile.

Fig. 18. The adapted grid with isolines of the velocity component u in the transformed domain around the airfoil. The leading and

trailing edges of the airfoil are labeled LE and TE.
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airfoil as a C-grid so that the solid wall and the wake are at the lower boundary in Fig. 18. The downstream

outflow boundary is composed of the left and right sides in Fig. 18. We observe very fine grids at the leading

edge of the profile. This is in agreement with the results in [9]. The adaptation is stopped with

maxj kskj ¼ 0:0234. There are 1600 cells in the initial grid and 9600 cells in the adapted grid. An isotropic
grid has 13888 cells and a uniform grid with the finest grid size in the adapted grid would have 102,400 cells.
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6. Conclusions

A method for adaptive anisotropic refinement of structured grids partitioned into blocks has been de-

veloped. The method is suitable for problems with rapid variation of the solution in one direction such as

boundary layer problems in the Navier–Stokes equations. The error in the solution approximately satisfies

a differential equation, the error equation, with the discretization error as the driving right-hand side. The

refinement is based on theoretically supported estimates of the discretization error. The numerical exper-

iments show that the accuracy with the anisotropically refined grid is as good as it is with an isotropically
refined grid but the number of cells is smaller (Figs. 6 and 9). The grid is refined mainly in the direction

normal to the solid walls (Figs. 15 and 16). When the tolerance on the discretization error decreases, then

the solution error also decreases (Fig. 8) as expected from the error equation.
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